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Kallypso Masters, three-time USA Today bestselling author of the Rescue Me Saga and author of

ROAR, has been hailed by devoted readers as â€œa readerâ€™s writer,â€• one who interacts with

readers, does meticulous research, and gives readers what they want (although not always when

they want it). WESTERN DREAMS is a collection of five original, SHORT glimpses into the lives of

two beloved couples from the Rescue Me Saga. This collection gives readers some quick peeks at

Ryder and Megan (including two â€œsecretâ€• scenes mentioned in NOBODYâ€™S DREAM that

took place off the page, as well as two others that take place after the ending of that book). Readers

also will catch a glimpse of how Luke and Cassie are settling in and progressing in their relationship

at their new mountaintop haven. We begin with Ryder and Megan Wilsonâ€™s honeymoon bike ride

through Colorado. When Ryderâ€™s PTSD kicks in, he takes a detour that leads to surprisesâ€”and

some sexy fun. As their destiny on the ranch unfolds, watch them explore the BDSM lifestyle in

ways that will delight. In the final vignette in this collection, watch as Luke returns from three long

days at the ranch to find Cassie immersed in her outdoor soaking tub as the snow flurries swirl

around them. Readers will relish this glimpse into how Luke continues to condition Cassie, steering

her in the direction of a future dynamic in the BDSM lifestyleâ€”baby step by baby step.EXTRA!

EXTRA! This collection includes a long, sexy excerpt from Kallypso's ROAR featuring a new couple

faced with an unthinkable choice. ROAR is a standalone novel that will eventually serve as a bridge

to the romantic suspense trilogy with the long-awaited romances of Patrick Gallagher, Mistress V.

Grant, Gunnar Larsonâ€”and their love interests. Rescue Me Saga (best if read in the following

order):1. Masters at Arms & Nobodyâ€™s Angel (two-novel volume)2. Nobodyâ€™s Hero3.

Nobodyâ€™s Perfect4. Somebodyâ€™s Angel5. Nobodyâ€™s Lost6. Nobodyâ€™s DreamTo be

read after the above books:Western Dreams (Rescue Me Saga Extras #1)The following standalone

book (with only minor connections to the above series):Roar (released June 2016)
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Couple of short stories with Ryder and Megan - timeline taking place during Nobody's Dream and

after. Ryder has come along way with his PTSD but still has a way to go. He and Megan are

exploring more BDSM options to their sex life and they decide to settled down on Luke and Cassie's

ranch with a new business endeavor between Ryder and LukeThere is one short story with Luke

and Cassie. They to have come along way and we get a glimpse of how Luke's patients and training

with Cassie has helped greatly.Savannah and Damian also make and appearance which briefly

mentions the upcoming trial of her sadistic father which will be a future book.

I truly enjoy Kallypso Masters books. Catching up with Luke and Cassie and Ryder and Megan has

been so much fun seeing their love deepen for each other. Their play scenes are super hot so have

a fan near. Seeing more of Gunner makes me excited to read more about him.The group is working

so hard in getting the ranch set up to open for Veterans that need help adjusting to being back

makes a great story to share with us.I think you will enjoy these two short western stories for a quick

end of summer read. You will be glad you did.

OMG....I loved this. Please, read the other books prior to getting this book. This is the continuation

of two couples from the prior books. It is a quick easy read. Kallypso Masters is one of my go to

authors. I know when I get a book of hers it will be a fabulous. I encourage each of you to get this

book, it is worth your time and effort. This book is meant to give you information on some of the

characters from other Kallypso Masters books. I really think your going to love this one.

Enjoyable! Stand-alone novella. Fast-moving and easy to follow. Believable characters with distinct

personalities. Humorous dialogue.Nice of the author to mention Cherise Sinclair's Shadow Lands



series.No desire to re-read this story. I am always interested in works by this author.

This was perfect...checking in with Megan and Ryder and with Luke and Cassie.Ryder and Megan

enjoying their quick decisions and where love has taken them, Cassie becoming more and more

secure in her love and trust of Luke..This was such a pleasure..Thank you

Another great hit foe Kally, this one is a novelette with vignettes of updates on some of the couples I

have come to love with Kally's Masters at Arms and Roar series.A quick and very erotic read, make

sure your significant other is near by.

Short and sweet, beautiful as expected! (just wish there was more) Kallypso Masters has not let me

down. It's just like a new session in a TV series, can't wait for the next episode. Thank you for this

novella! Waiting to read what comes next.

It was so great to catch up with Megan and Ryder & Cassie and Luke. I was happy to learn more

about Ryder & Megan and their honeymoon. It was also great to see how far Cassie has come with

being intimate. This book is such a wonderful HOT read.
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